Hand Print video introduction. Video length approx..5 minutes .. encouraging participation in the project.

The Global Monumental Hand Print Mural project is a Donor Wall, initiated by the Tile Heritage Foundation in conjunction with Tile Council of North America is an inspiration and invitation to the global tile industry to put all of our hands in clay together and have a HANDPRINT in HISTORY installation!

We ask all to join in and partner in a fun and inspiring opportunity. Everyone who has participated so far has had a positive and enjoyable connection to the project and to their colleagues!

CONCEPT : Launched last year at Total Solutions Plus, the initial hand print workshops took place on National Tile Day followed by a large, Industry supported presence at Coverings18 in Atlanta. Since then many more workshops have occurred around the country, and more are planned. The concept is to create a ‘monumental tile mural’ honoring everyone with his or her ‘hand’ in the industry today. Individual & corporate participants’ handprints, & names will be part of a historic tile installation for posterity. The participation period is extended through June 2019. “We are expecting 5000 tiles from participants by engaging people active today throughout the tile industry – to date we have about 600 tile and we want MANY MORE!” The final installation will be at TCNA headquarters in Anderson, SC, upon completion of their additional lab buildings in the near future.

Participation and contributions for this mural supports the industry-wide archiving work of the Tile Heritage Foundation in addition to contributing to the Monumental Mural with clay, firing, shipping and installation at TCNA; honoring all who participate in and contribute to the Tile Industry today! Tile Heritage thanks the many current sponsors for their support. (A list is avail.)

Tile Heritage welcomes inquiries and can assist companies and individuals in creating successful workshops. Email Sheila Menzies: foundation@tileheritage.org. Information is also available on the Tile Heritage website home page: www.tileheritage.org

SPONSORSHIP IS VERY WELCOME! Details are available.

There will be a Sponsor and Donor name plaque established at the installation site recognizing all participants.

Watch the video, get inspired, join in!

Thank you